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Tiny Titans 1: Sidekick City Elementary  (J GN BAL) by Art 

Baltazar: Before they were teenagers, Robin, Kid Flash, Cyborg, Wonder 

Girl, and the other Super kids were all enrolled at Sidekick Elementary, 

where they encountered the usual problems of school children 

everywhere--and perhaps a bit more. 

The Bad Guys  (J GN BLA) by Aaron Blabey: The Bad Guys, 

Mr. Wolf, Mr. Shark, Mr. Snake, and Mr. Piranha, want to be heroes, 

and they decide that the way to do it is free the 200 dogs in the city 

dog pound--but their plan soon goes awry. Also available as eBook 

 

Catwad : it's me  (J GN BEN) by Jim Benton: Meet Catwad. 

He's blue, he's a bit of a grouch, and his best friend is a happy-go-

lucky cat named Blurmp who can see the bright side of anything. 

From pizza and computers to love and happiness, this fur ball has a 

funny take on just about everything. It's an all-new, laugh-out-loud 

series that will make even the grumpiest of grumblers’ smile! Also 

available as eBook (English) and Spanish eBook (Pangato. Soy yo) 

 

 

 

https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84/?searchtype=t&searcharg=sidekick+city+elementary&searchscope=84&sortdropdown=-&SORT=D&extended=0&SUBMIT=Search&searchlimits=&searchorigarg=tsalem+hyde
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84?/tthe+bad+guys/tbad+guys/1,33,48,B/frameset&FF=tbad+guys++++++++1&1,1,
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84?/tcatwad:+it's+me/tcatwad+its+me/1,4,5,B/frameset&FF=tcatwad+its+me&1,,2
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84/?searchtype=t&searcharg=Sidekick+City+Elementary&searchscope=84&sortdropdown=-&SORT=D&extended=0&SUBMIT=Search&searchlimits=&searchorigarg=tthe+bad+guys
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84?/tthe+bad+guys/tbad+guys/1%2C33%2C48%2CB/frameset&FF=tbad+guys++++++++1&1%2C1%2C
https://livebrary.overdrive.com/library/kids/media/3061717
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84?/tcatwad%3A+it%27s+me/tcatwad+its+me/1%2C4%2C5%2CB/frameset&FF=tcatwad+its+me&1%2C%2C2
https://livebrary.overdrive.com/library/kids/media/5054236
https://livebrary.overdrive.com/library/kids/search?query=Pangato%20%232%20Soy%20yo%2C%20dos.%20(Catwad%20%232%3A%20It%27s%20Me%2C%20Two.)
https://livebrary.overdrive.com/library/kids/search?query=Pangato%20%232%20Soy%20yo%2C%20dos.%20(Catwad%20%232%3A%20It%27s%20Me%2C%20Two.)


 

 

 

            

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Big Nate: From the Top (J GN PEI) by Lincoln Peirce: 
Nate Wright is an eleven-year-old sixth grader who has the 

distinction of setting the record for school detentions. 

 

 

 

The Adventures of Super Diaper Baby : the first 

graphic novel (J GN PIL) by Dav Pilkey: The first epic novel 

by George Beard and Harold Hutchins.  Irrepressible friends George 

and Harold create a new comic book superhero, Super Diaper Baby. 

Also available as eBook 

 
 

 

 Dog Man (J GN PIL) by Dav Pilkey: George and Harold create a 

new comic book hero in Dog Man, a crime fighter with the head of a 

police dog and the body of a policeman, who faces off against his arch 

nemesis Petey the cat. Also available as eBook 

 
 

 
 

https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84/?searchtype=t&searcharg=Big+Nate+:+from+the+top&searchscope=84&sortdropdown=-&SORT=D&extended=0&SUBMIT=Search&searchlimits=&searchorigarg=tBig+Nate+:+in+a+class+by+himself+
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84?/Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby&searchscope=84&SORT=D/Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby&searchscope=84&SORT=D&SUBKEY=the+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby/1,3,3,B/frameset&FF=Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby&searchscope=84&SORT=D&2,2,
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84?/tdog+man/tdog+man/1,23,33,B/frameset&FF=tdog+man&1,,5/indexsort=-
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84/?searchtype=t&searcharg=Big+Nate+%3A+from+the+top&searchscope=84&sortdropdown=-&SORT=D&extended=0&SUBMIT=Search&searchlimits=&searchorigarg=tBig+Nate+%3A+in+a+class+by+himself+
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84?/Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby&searchscope=84&SORT=D/Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby&searchscope=84&SORT=D&SUBKEY=the+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby/1%2C3%2C3%2CB/frameset&FF=Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby&searchscope=84&SORT=D&2%2C2%2C
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84?/Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby&searchscope=84&SORT=D/Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby&searchscope=84&SORT=D&SUBKEY=the+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby/1%2C3%2C3%2CB/frameset&FF=Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby&searchscope=84&SORT=D&2%2C2%2C
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84?/Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby&searchscope=84&SORT=D/Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby&searchscope=84&SORT=D&SUBKEY=the+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby/1%2C3%2C3%2CB/frameset&FF=Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby&searchscope=84&SORT=D&2%2C2%2C
https://livebrary.overdrive.com/library/kids/search?query=%099780545414838
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84?/tdog+man/tdog+man/1%2C23%2C33%2CB/frameset&FF=tdog+man&1%2C%2C5/indexsort=-
https://livebrary.overdrive.com/library/kids/media/2960849


 

 
  
                    
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phoebe and Her Unicorn: a heavenly nostril chronicle  

(J GN SIM) by Dana Simpson: A girl and her unicorn! When 

Phoebe skipped a rock across a pond and accidentally hit a 

unicorn she is granted one wish, to make the unicorn, Marigold 
Heavenly Nostrils, her best friend. But can a mythical beast and a 

nine-year-old daydreamer really be friends?  This beautifully 
drawn strip follows the hilarious adventures, of two friends who 

come to appreciate the bond they now share. Also available as 
eBook 

 
 

Bunny vs. Monkey (J GN SMA) by Jamie Smart: When mean, 

selfish Monkey is sent into space, his spaceship crash-lands in 
Bunny's peaceful forest home, and Monkey, believing he is on a 

new planet, tries to claim it for his own. Also available in eBook 

 

Geronimo Stilton, reporter. 1, Operation Shufongfong 
(J GN STI) by Geronimo Stilton:  Prince Nogouda pays a visit to 

New Mouse City and ace reporter Geronimo Stilton has an exclusive 
interview. Meanwhile, at the Mouse Museum, the rare Shufongfong 

lizards have been kidnapped! Could the Prince have anything to do 
with this? Geronimo, Thea, Trap, and Benjamin are on the case! 
 

Prepared by:  Carol Denby, Children’s Librarian 
10/24/2020 

https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84/?searchtype=t&searcharg=Phoebe+and+her+unicorn+:+a+heavenly+nostril+chronicle+&searchscope=84&sortdropdown=-&SORT=DZ&extended=0&SUBMIT=Search&searchlimits=&searchorigarg=Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby%26SORT%3DD
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84?/tbunny+vs+monkey/tbunny+vs+monkey/1,7,10,B/frameset&FF=tbunny+vs+monkey&1,,3/indexsort=-
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84/?searchtype=t&searcharg=Geronimo+Stilton,+reporter.+1,+Operation+Shufongfong+&searchscope=84&sortdropdown=-&SORT=DZ&extended=0&SUBMIT=Search&searchlimits=&searchorigarg=Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby%26SORT%3DD
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84/?searchtype=t&searcharg=Phoebe+and+her+unicorn+%3A+a+heavenly+nostril+chronicle+&searchscope=84&sortdropdown=-&SORT=DZ&extended=0&SUBMIT=Search&searchlimits=&searchorigarg=Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby%26SORT%3DD
https://livebrary.overdrive.com/library/kids/media/1872858
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84?/tbunny+vs+monkey/tbunny+vs+monkey/1%2C7%2C10%2CB/frameset&FF=tbunny+vs+monkey&1%2C%2C3/indexsort=-
https://livebrary.overdrive.com/library/kids/media/2524933
https://search.livebrary.com/search~S84/?searchtype=t&searcharg=Geronimo+Stilton%2C+reporter.+1%2C+Operation+Shufongfong+&searchscope=84&sortdropdown=-&SORT=DZ&extended=0&SUBMIT=Search&searchlimits=&searchorigarg=Xthe+adventures+of+super+diaper+baby%26SORT%3DD

